Abstract-Multitarget tracking with highly maneuver and crossing track under dense-clutter environment is an emphasis in target tracking field. To effectively differentiate the measurement of cluster and target, and establish the relation between target and measurement, the data relation technologies are needed to keep the consistency of path tracking. When maneuvers happen to the target, a suitable motion model should be selected for self-adaptive tracking. With consideration of these two points, we combine JPDA algorithm with IMM algorithm according to some certain way, to track multiple maneuvering targets in clutter environment. Then an improved method named OEA-JPDA (Once Echo Association) is proposed. OEA-JPDA selects the model corresponding to the biggest determinant of the covariance matrix as the target moving model of current time. Simultaneously, a related cluster matrix is created. When the amount of echoes and models is large, all the filters are performed echo associated once with added prediction consolidation and probability update. The simulation results show that this method has higher tracking accuracy for multiple maneuvering targets which are changed with time, under the dense-clutter scenario. Even if strong maneuver occurs, there is no need for bigger adjustment to the mean square error for target destinations. The improved scheme can achieve effective tracking in cluster environment with lower computation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Target tracking is a basic problem in military and civilian field. Reliable and accurate target tracking is the final purpose in target tracking system design. Multitarget tracking aims at using modern technologies including statistical decision, adaptive filter, knowledge engineering and neural network, to separate the received signals from detectors into observed sets or tracks, which are produced by different undetermined maneuvering information source. Once the track is determined, the tracked targets and each target state parameter of motion trajectory, such as position, speed and acceleration [1] , can be correspondingly estimated. During multitarget tracking, data association [2] is the most important and difficult aspect. Under the multitarget clutter environment, target tracking needs acknowledge whether the acquired measured data comes from target or from false alarm, or other targets. However, errors caused by clutter and sensor observation in the environment make the correspondence between echo measurement and target source more obscure. Data association is to determine this correspondence between sensor measurement and target source. It is the most key content for multitarget tracking. The principle methods of multitarget measurement and track association can be classified into two categories generally [3, 4] : The maximized probability class data association algorithm and Bayesian data association algorithm. The maximized probability data association algorithm is base on probability ratio on observation sequence, which mainly includes artificial labeled graph method, tracking bifurcation method, associated probability algorithm, integer programming method, and generalized correlation estimator [5] [6] [7] [8] , etc. Bayesian data association algorithm is based on the Bayesian principle and it mainly consists of probability data association algorithm, the nearest neighbor algorithm, the optimized Bayesian algorithm, joint probability data association algorithm, and multi-hypothesis method [9] [10] [11] [12] , etc.
Joint probabilistic data association (JPDA) is proposed by Bar-Shalom and his students [13] . It is on the basis of probability data association algorithm which is only adaptable to the single-target tracking. This method is a perfect algorithm when performing multitarget data association in clutter environment. If the tracked multitarget wave gate is uncorrelated or there is not any echo in related area of the wave gate, multitarget data association can be simplified into many single target data association. If some echo falls in intersected region of the wave gate, data association is more complicated and it must take into account the target source of each measurement. In order to describe the complicated relationship between effective echo and each target tracking gate, Bar-Shalom introduced definition of confirmation matrix. Under the condition of multitarget, especially when the targets are very intensive, the computation to separate the confirmation matrix into feasible affairs is very large. When the quantity of targets and echoes are very large, the computation explosion may occur. To reduce the computation of JPDA, people constantly propose some improved methods, such as NNJPDA (Nearest neighbor joint probabilistic data association) [14] , and CJPDA (Cheap joint probabilistic data association) [15] . However, most of these methods adopt simplification methods with some assumptions at the expense of precision. So many references present different efficient methods from multiple angles.
Reference [16] proposes SJPDA (suboptimal joint probabilistic data association) which adopts an approximated calculated posterior probability formula to reduce computation time. Reference [17] proposes the NJPDA (Near optimal joint probabilistic data association). It applies the greedy algorithm which classifies each echo to find out the optimized solution. Its probability will be tested after approximation calculation.
IMM (Interacting Multiple Model) algorithm is a maneuvering target tracking algorithm which is broadly applied [18] . However, under the dense clutter environment, its tracking performance will be not very effective. While JPDA algorithm can effectively handle with multitarget tracking in sucn environment. Therefore, contraposing the data association of multi-maneuvering targets and tracking maintenance in clutter environment, this paper organically combines these two algorithms and puts forward an improved IMM-JPDA algorithm. According to the value of the determinant corresponding to the new covariance matrix, we select the determinant model of the largest innovation covariance array as target movement model, to generate a cluster matrix at the same time. When both of echo quantity and model are large, all filters only perform one echo association and they will add precision comprehension to improve the efficiency. The experiments prove that improved algorithm can effectively reduce the computation without influencing the tracking performance. In dense clutter environment, the multi-maneuvering target has higher tracking precision with time changing.
II. RELATED WORKS

A. Basic Model of JPDA
Joint probability data association was proposed by BarShalom and the algorithm has been applied in multiobjectives situation. In the JPDA algorithm, the targets are divided into several clusters firstly in accordance with the geometric relationship between the multi-objectives. In order to express the complex relationship between the measurement and multitarget tracking gate, the confirm matrix is introduced:
where, N denotes the number of target, k m denotes the number of measurement.
The set of all possible events at th k moment can be expressed as follows: :,
Thus, the state estimation for target t is:
where,
The covariance matrix of state estimate is:
B. Basic Model of JPDA IMM method is proposed by Blomand Bar-Shafom based on generalized pseudo-Bayesian algorithm, which has Markov transition probabilities of the interacting multiple model. On the basis of multiple model algorithms it takes into account the interaction of the models, to acquire the state estimation of the target. IMM includes many filters, which have their own model each, and a model probability estimator, an interactive effector and an estimated mixer. IMM is a recursive algorithm, every cycle of which includes: input interaction, model regulation, model probability calculation, model probability update and output interaction [19] . Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of IMM algorithm which has N models.
The transmitting probability from model i to j is Then the input of interacted r filters at k moment:
If the predicted residuals of model j is j k v and its covariance matrix is j k s , then the probability with Gauss assumptions [20] of j is calculated as target are: (1) Interactive function of state estimation After interactive computation the input of n filters at k hour is Figure 2 . Structure of OEA-JPDA algorithm (2) One-step prediction
For target r and model j , the residual and residual covariance of the th i measurement is:
When r select different j , the value of one-step prediction of target status are different. So the corresponding residual , () ij k vr is also different and the confirmation of effective observing set will be changed.
(3) Prediction consolidation
If and only if at k hour. The data correlation of joint probability among the targets can be calculated as reference [21] .
According to 
The conditional probability of feasible affairs is calculated as [12] .
(4) Correlation probability update When observation i is correlated with r and the target is described by model j , the probability 
The error covariance matrix is:  denotes the probability density obeyed uniform distribution. During the monitoring interval there are four different kinds of objects emerge in this area, as is shown in figure 4 .
As seen from figure 4 (a) and (b), both of two algorithms can estimate the location of multitarget, whether the object is maneuvering. By further comparison we can conclude that due to mismatch of motivate model, traditional filter algorithm has obvious target loss and bigger estimation error; influenced by the clutter, GMPHD generates more false target estimation than improved OEA-JPDA. While our method shows better consistency and integrity in target tracking. Figure 5 shows that after 100 times of simulation, the time change curves for target number estimation of two algorithms. The estimation of two algorithms is close to real value. But with the influence of clutter and target maneuver, GMPHD will generate obvious deviation; on the contrary, OEA-JPDA suffers less effect by the target maneuver, so its estimated fluctuation is relatively small and much closer to real value. The simulation results show that the improved algorithm has very high tracking accuracy for multiple maneuvering targets in dense clutter scenario, changed with the time. Even if strong maneuvering happens to the targets, the location MSE of targets will not be regulated in large-scale. With the increase of the amount of targets and the clutter in wave gate, the effective tracking rate gets decrease but still remains at a high level. In addition, our scheme has lower computation to be suitable for the engineering application. 
V. CONCLUSION
With obvious changing in modern battlefield environment, multitarget tracking system design is more and more difficult due to the clutter, interference signal, target maneuvering, density, multitarget platform, low detection rate of target and high false alarm rate. Data association is the key part and JPDA is the classical method for multitarget tracking. When target is dense, the calculation amount will greatly increase and the computation explosion will appear. Its essence lies in the amount of confirmation matrix, to be divided into feasible matrixes. In order to reduce the calculation amount of JPDA, with the consideration of multi-maneuvering target data association and tracking maintenance in clutter environment, JPDA algorithm for interactive multimodels is studied by us.
We find IMM algorithm is a maneuvering target tracking algorithm which has been applied broadly. Its tracking performance will not be very effective in dense clutter environment. However, JPDA algorithm can effectively deal with multitarget tracking in such environment. Researchers can also combine these two algorithms to get IMM-based JPDA algorithms. Although these algorithms have adopted previous advantages of two algorithms, they also inherited the disadvantages in large computation. This paper proposes an improved IMM-based JPDA algorithm named as OEA-JPDA to perform one echo association on all filters. It increases the prediction comprehension and adds interactive calculation, one-step prediction, echo association, probability updating to the calculation. Therefore, the project can effectively reduce the calculation load without affecting the tracking performance.
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